14:15-14:45
Félix Fonseca-Queneda
On the metrical structure of Spanish language games.
Ruth Benito, Aurora Bél
Examining the predictive role of Differential Object Marking in Spanish-Catalan bilinguals
Marc Oliva
The classical architecture of Old French infinitival clauses

14:45-15:15
Joshua Griffiths, Julien Eychene, Bernard Laks
Integrating phonological and non-phonological factors for a comprehensive model of liaison realization
Monica Alexandra Irímin, Cristina Guardiano
Co-occurrence restrictions and DOM: the view from Ragusa
Emanuela Li Destri
On documenting language change as it happens: the pariphrastic construction "motion verb + a + infinitive" in Italian

15:15-15:45
Adam Marquez
An optimality-theoretic approach to diphthongization in Rio de la Plata: the case of stressed word-final syllables
Aina Tíghu, Klaus von Heusinger
DOM and intervention effects in Romanian ditransitives
Josep Alba-Salas
Collocations with tomar 'take' + nouns of emotion: and Constructional Change in the History of Spanish

15:45-16:15
Alfredo García-Pardo
Projecting the external argument in Spanish passives
Aaron Yamada
An anchoring solution to the loss of preverbal negative concord in Old Spanish

16:15-16:30
Coffee break

16:30-17:30
Invited speaker: Juliette Blevins - The checked past of Romance syllable onsets: complexity and sonority under scrutiny - AUDITORIUM

17:30-17:45
Phonetics - Phonology - AUDITORIUM - Chair: Margarite Remeck

17:45-18:15
A. Popescu, M. Hutin, M. Adela-Decker, L. Lemel, I. Vasiu
Testing the Aerodynamic Voicing Constraint using large scale ASR with pronunciation variants: The case of five Romance languages
Rafael Siciliani
The realization of post-tonic /i/ in the Occitan of the Auzon Valley: influence of the degree of prominence of the previous stress
Judy Bernstein
Addressing Romance Vocatives Comparatively

18:15-18:45
Adam McBride
(Exist) un-effort: vowel reduction of French /i/ in a formal speaking task
Antoine Hentzenmann
Edition and typological analysis of an oral corpus of "gemallard" (Northern Dauphinois) Francoprovençal: an input to the internal classification of a severely endangered language
Norberto Moreno-Quilín, Silvia Giameli-Melina,
Jelicka Desborde "Ella tieme el pelo largo". Some remarks on the structure [Tener [DP AP]]

18:45-19:15
P. Bouza De Marellis, M. Evarard, A. François, A. Romano
Computer modeling of innovations relative to Latin in today's Romance dialects
Daniela Isaac
Romanian Definite DPs: a Diachronic View

19:30
Conference buffet at Inalco

9:00-9:15
Conference schedule

9:15-10:15
Invited speaker - Xavier Bach - AUDITORIUM

10:15-10:30
Minority languages - AUDITORIUM - Chair 

10:30-11
Alice Corri
Iberian Spanish: Differential Object Marking and microvariation in Balkan Romance
Elena Isolani
Complementizer-deletion: parametric implications and verb movement
Fanny da Cunha, Lidu Duigan, Anne Mezile
The French pronoun en or Twitter: a gendered use of a non-gendered form?

11:00-3.12
Chair Zsuzsanna Fagyal

11:00-11:30
Léonore Dubre
Satellite-framed patterns in Belgo Romance dialects: a typological and geolinguistic study
Clarissa Faccin
An empirical study on complementizer deletion in Spanish. New evidence in favor of an empty C head
Alexander Martin, Julie Aubou, Heathern Burnett
Opening the black box of social meaning: A pragmatist sociolinguistic treatment of variable liaison in spoken French

11:30-12:00
Francesca Volpato, Gianluca Lebani
The parametric variation of possessives in Italian and some Italian dialects
Acrisio Pires, Yushi Sugimoto
A parameter-free underspecification approach to complementizer agreement
Margaretta Morlan
Ut de català pero amo en castellano: Language Ideologies and Registeral Repertoire in the Linguistic Landscape of Barcelona

12:00-12:30
Miguel Rodriguez-Mondohedo, Alexandra Amaz
Written Spanish by Deaf signers as a L2 Spanish variety
Yushi Sugimoto, Marlys Baptista
A novel feature of the complementizer system in Cabo Verdean Creole
Laura Merino Hernández, Miriam Bouzouita
Attitudes toward possessive constructions in La Palma, Islas Canarias

12:30-14:00
Lunch

14:00-14:30
Phonetics - Phonology - 3.12 - Chair Anisia Pîrvulescu

14:14-14:30
Chao Zhou, Guillemine García
Syllable weight effects on L2 Portuguese stress identification may be sonority-driven
Sebastià Salva i Pug
Majorcan Catalan and corpora analysis: a window to analyse past participle agreement as an epiphenomenon
C. Pedelet, P. Larivée, F. Pinchin, M. Goux
Are French and Venetian V2 languages? A diachronic treedbank analysis

14:30-15
Andrea Hernandez Hurdado, Maria Ortega-Liebana
Voiceful of plosives in Murcian Spanish: Current state of the production of (6) t g k/
Brian Gravely
Accounting for the syntactic restrictions of allocutive agreement
Fabian Zuk
Forward from the Past: 21st century take-away from traditional Romance methods

15:00-3.05
Chair Ruth Lopez

15:00-15:30
Melanie Lascies, Matthilde Hutin
The nuances of /r/: An analysis of progressive and regressive voice assimilation in Quebec French
Brian Gravely, Carlos Krapp Lézop
Extreme locality feeds copular agreement
Monica Alexandrina Irimia, Cristina Guardiano
An acoustic and distributional approach to disfluent repetitions in Romanian spontaneous speech

15:30-16
Maria Candel, Ana Niculescu
An acoustic and distributional approach to disfluent repetitions in Romanian spontaneous speech

16:15-16:30
Coffee break

16:30-17:00
Carlos Muñoz Pérez
Nominal placeholders in South American Spanish varieties: the case of Espirituano 'vou' and Chilean 'está'
Camilla Musuelo, Evelina Leiva
A sociolinguistic approach to bilingual adaptations: Patterns of variation in bilingual Italian communities
Maria Elisabeth Garcia
The productivity of verbal stop epenthesis in Spanish verbs

17:00-17:30
Fabian Istrate, Anne Abelé, Barbara Henhormot
Person effects in null (in)pronominal subject alternation in Romanian: a corpus study
Ruth Lopes, Emilio Pagotto
Nonnal constructions in (non-)based Brazilian Portuguese: A case of contact? But with which languages?
Michela Russo, Tz Zachary Gill
Indefinite articles and phonology / morphosyntactic interface in a Mississippi French Creole language

17:30-18:00
Garafio Fernández-Salgueiro
On tense, agreement, and the syntax of null and overt subjects: Evidence from Romance inflectives
N. Mazzaro, N. Minjarez Oppenheimer, R. Gonzalez de And
Socio-economic Status and Prestige as Determinants of English use in the Linguistic Landscape of the US - Mexican Border

18:00-18:30
John David Stormont
Two Is Better Than One: A Number Mismatch with Deficient Implicit Arguments

Concluding remarks